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Engine. When using the bottom end from a b20 CRV motor, you get both the torque of a larger
motor with the high-end power of a b18c. These motors are often called hybrid or Frankenstein
motors. They get this name because they take parts from various motors, and their sum is
greater than their parts. A mild build can produce close to whp while some of the more extreme
builds can produce close to whp. Combined with a light-weight car, such as a Honda CRX or
Civic hatchback, you have a potent combination for a very fast time at the track. When properly
built, this engine will be as reliable as any other b-series motor. From the factory, the ITR head
is the best. IT has stiffer springs, upgraded retainers, and better cams, along with a mild port on
the intake side. As you are going want to upgrade these things even further yourself, the added
price tag is not worth it. When choosing between a b16 pr3 and a GSR p72 , there are two major
factors to consider. The GSR uses a different intake manifold and has a smaller combustion
chamber, which some prefer. But it can also lead to clearance issues. Some prefer the flow
characteristics of the p Without a personal preference, the pr3 will keeps things simpler. Once
you have selected your head, you will want to send it to a reputable machine shop to have it
prepared. Some quality machine shops include Port Flow, Headgames, and Alaniz. You can
choose any shop you trust, but make sure they are familiar with performance Honda heads and
not just domestics. While the head is there, you will want to replace the old worn springs,
retainers, and seals. Titanium springs and retainers will help your motor sustain the high rpms
and aggressive cams you will be exposing it to. This is the time you have your head ported for
extra flow and possibly milled if necessary. When you get your head back from the machine
shop it is time to start preparing it for assembly. Remove the Allen plug from the back left of the
head. Use the two corner exhaust side head bolt holes to install the dowel pins found in your
kit. The stock pistons and rods are crap and should be immediately thrown away. Shot peening
your LS rods is one strategy you can use to strengthen them. After-market forged pistons and
rods are a much better option as you only want to build this once. Paying a few hundred extra in
prevention is worth thousands if a piston goes flying through your block. The stock OEM rings
are perfect, and as long as you don't over-bore the motor there is no reason to use anything
other than Honda OEM rings. Others prefer to use Hastings piston rings. If you plan to use a
turbo, low-compression pistons will help you make more power, however, I am writing this with
the assumption you plan to stay naturally aspirated. For an all-motor compression, you will

want high-compression pistons to get the most advantage from your cams. Don't rely on what
compression the piston manufactures claim the pistons will make. Instead, do the math. The
actual compression can be very different in any build than the advertised compression. Replace
these with ARP bolts to safely withstand the much higher rpm's your motor will be seeing. Also,
have your rod ends resized to better fit your new rod bolts. It is recommended by ARP and is
worth the extra money. Many people have found ACL to work just as well as Honda bearings
and they cost less. Once you have all of the parts together you will need to have them
assembled. At this point, you will also want to have a machine shop balance the rotating
assembly. This is also a good time to have the crankshaft polished and knife-edged. Now that
you have your head and block ready, it is time to actually put it all together and have an
operational motor. After going through so much time and money to build this Frankenstein
motor, you are going want to make sure it lasts a long time. A proper break-in and engine tuning
are required to make sure your motor lasts. Content is for informational or entertainment
purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business,
financial, legal, or technical matters. Inhab a b20z block in my crv 99 manual awd, b16 head
everything was good but i have a problem with the distribuitor. What is the correct distribuitor
to use. The original frankinstien is a b18 block and a b16a head. None of what you are saying is
is usefull or true i currently run a b20z2 vtec and none of this will work the itr and ctr pistons
have different deck hieghts and rod lengths than a bb18b simple formula b20z or b20b if you
can take crank to machine shop to have balanced if not lower your redline to The first upgrade
besides header back exhaust would be the ignition coil standard honda is inside the distributer
and becomes hot and weak under heavy use like track day msd makes a external kit with
distributer aem makes a coil on plug conversion which is far better but both not neccessary for
the block you need to put the pcv box on the back there is a threaded plug in the back and you
need to change the oilpump to the vtec one the computer should be flashed with an itr
programming with the redline fuel cuttoff set accordingly and when you plug the oil passage for
the vtec bb18b dont have oil passages you may need to deck the block to make sure it sits
flush. I have a question since there are many conflicting opinions on the subject. Is anything
and everything you've suggested in this guide that ultimately amounts to machining even
necessary? So my question is, is this actually true? And is any machining actually necessary?
Otherwise wouldn't the added cost of the machining etc. For example, I am on Supertech's site
and they have the b16a2 and a3 listed but, not my b16a sir. Will the springs and retainers for the
a2 or a3 fit my head? There is SO much info out there. Forums are your friends. How about
adding a turbo or supercharger or Maybe both cuz in trying to build a road killer high hp at least
Well he said non vtec block so that meand b18b or b20B, the b18c gsr is already a vtec block so
u don't use a vtec kit I have the same style motor i just bought the car and the guy before me
built it but it makes a slight ticking noise is that normal or would it be a valve adjustment. You
can always switch out the intakes with a Skunk2 or Edelbrock. American auto manufacturers
were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and
horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people
purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated
with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners
need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be
tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code
P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A
basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the
calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in
the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when
they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of
helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air,
and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is
jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the
scenes wil
ford trucks 1998
hummer h2 tire rack
350 tbi wiring diagram
l shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis. You can
make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government released the
horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of money to
start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do it again.
If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things beforehand.
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